Ultra Art Journaling
7 Online Sessions
Class Name: Clover

Textural Collage,
Printing, Patterns
and Edges
Schedule 2021

Aug. 23 Session 1 - 10:00 to 12:30
Aug. 24 Session 2 – 10:00 to 12:30
Sept. 09 Session 3 - 10:30 to 12:30
Sept. 23 Session 4 - 10:30 to 12:30
Oct. 07 Session 5 - 10:30 to 12:30
Oct. 19 Session 6 - 10:30 to 12:30
Nov. 3 Bonus 7 - Free Session view
student artwork - 10:30 to 12:00

A Place to Dream
A journal (sketchbook) is a place to draw,
cut and paste your dreams in, to try out
new ideas and learn new techniques, to
tell stories, to show photos, to illustrate
recipes, a vacation, a job, embroidery, a
passion or anything. You can focus on a
theme or just do what pops into your
mind. You will be the one to determine
what can be included in your journal. See
examples of unique journals
(sketchbooks) and be inspired to create a
habit that may last a lifetime. This course
features Textural Collage, Simple Printing
and Borders and Edges.

Repeat Pattern on Gradated Color

Course Fee $250.00
The Online Experience
Learn how to express yourself in a small journal
(sketchbook.) I will demonstrate different ways
to use media and designs together. Each session
will have different lessons that build a foundation of design skills within a sketchbook. The
lessons are through powerpoint presentation and
videos. The colorful PDF lessons will be sent to
you after each session so you can easily do the
exercises.
Learn how to choose ideas and images to design with
Learn how to create pattern and texture to enhance your imagination and confidence.
It is stimulating to take a little time to share
photos of student work. I ask students to send me
some photos of their art pages before each session. They are shown in class. I offer suggestions and ideas from these presentations.

© Nancy Pippenbring - overlapping page edges
with pattern
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Ultra Art Journaling
Textural Collage, Printing, Patterns and Edges
What is a Journal?

Some call a journal a diary or a
sketchbook. You can write about
your day to day life, add some
photos and text OR a journal can
contain poems, stories, colors,
mood enhancers and most importantly your own designs.
Leave your preconceived ideas
behind in order to learn, stretch
and grow.
In other words, a journal can display a number of different techniques and can take on any focus

Left: Textural Manipulation

You Can Start from Anywhere

Printing, Colored Pencils and
Repeat Patterns

Drawing is not a necessary skill
for this class. If you are a beginner, this is the place for you to be.
If you are more advanced, you will
also find many ways to enhance
your skills. You can start from
anywhere.

Course Activities:

Art techniques are tailored for the sketchbook.
 The first two sessions will be manipulating papers into varied textural surfaces.
 The next 2 sessions 3 and 4, will be
printing with a printing pad and a rubber block.
 The 5th session, will be designing journal page edges with borders and patterns.
 The 6th session, will be creating a small
mockup of a customized accordion
book.
 Bonus session 7 will feature artwork
from class students.

Manipulated
texture with
acrylics

I will be showing Power Point Presentations
during the sessions. Students have found it
easier to work after the session.
All artwork© Gail Harker
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Borders, Edges and Peacock Feather

Ultra Art Journaling
Textural Collage, Printing, Patterns and Edges
Journals and sketchbooks can
become an inspirational avenue
to new creativity. All you need
is enthusiasm, flexibility, and a
desire to work with new medium, techniques and design ideas.

Textural Collage

Printing with added colored pencils

Textural Paper
2 colors

Simple Printing
All artwork© Gail Harker
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Ultra Art Journaling
Textural Collage, Printing, Patterns
and Edges
Journals and sketchbooks can
become an inspirational
avenue to new creativity.
All you need is enthusiasm, flexibility, and a desire to work with new medium, techniques and design ideas.
Every perceived mistake
may be a new opportunity

Customized Booklet

Gail Harker, LCGI is a Canadian who resided for nearly 20

years in Britain, until returning to the US in 1995. She moved to
Britain in 1976 with her American husband and family. She
studied art in Canada, England and Scotland. She completed both
Parts 1 and 2 (Diploma) of the City and Guilds Design and Embroidery course with Distinction in both parts. She was awarded
the Senior Qualification of Licentiateship (LCGI) by the City and
Guilds Institute. Gail has previously been a teacher of several
City and Guilds Embroidery courses, and was, for several years,
a City and Guilds External Verifier for various colleges in Great
Britain. Since moving to the United States and for the last 26
years, she has taught Certificate and Diploma Classes in Design
and Embroidery to students from all parts of North America.

Left– simple printed page, right: textural page with string
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Ultra Art Journaling
Course Fees, Charges, Payment, Terms and Conditions
Responsibility

Submission of the signed course registration form constitutes the student’s acceptance of
all terms and conditions stated in the information supplied, and agreement that the Gail
Harker Center for Creative Arts cannot be held responsible or liable to students for any
act of omission, or for any injury, illness, death, loss, accident, delay or
irregularity which may be occasioned during the conduct of any course of study.

Refund Policy

Refunds will be made under the following circumstances:
A refund of 75% of fees paid will be made upon written application received at Gail
Harker Center for Creative Arts no later than 45 days prior to the start of the first session.



All fees will be refunded if for any reason the class is canceled before the start date.
If, for any reason sessions are cancelled after the course has begun, refunds will be
prorated based on instructional time completed versus time remaining
 Refunds will not be made under the following circumstances: No money will be refunded for sessions not attended. No refunds will be made to any student who resigns
during the course.

Student Costs - Art and other Materials

Students are financially responsible for purchasing all art materials and tools needed for
this course. Guidance shall be provided for the basic materials required.
You will need a computer or IPad to view the presentations. Check your device to see what it is capable of. If your computer doesn’t have a microphone
or built in camera, you can purchase a webcam and also a headphone with a
microphone built in. You don’t need the top notch expensive ones.

Collage from
Textural Papers
and Winter Tree
photos

P.O. Box 1000
La Conner, WA 98257
Phone: (360) 466-0110
gail@gailcreativestudies.com
www.gailcreativestudies.com
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